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GLVFXVVHG�ZKLFK�GRHV�QRW�DGG�DQ\�PHFKDQLVPV�IRU�JXDUDQWHHV��EXW�LQVWHDG�LPSOHPHQWV�D
PRQLWRULQJ�IXQFWLRQ��ORFDWHG�LQ�WKH�HQG�V\VWHPV��WR�GLVFRYHU�DQG�UHSRUW�SUREOHPV�ZLWK�WKH
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�� ,QWURGXFWLRQ

The current Internet architecture offers only a very simple service called “Best Effort
Service”. This means that the network will try to deliver the packets to the destination as
soon as possible but without any guarantees for how soon or that all transmitted data
would get there at all. The momentary performance for each user is dependent of the total
amount of data transmitted through the network at the time. Many traditional
internetworking applications are elastic in their behavior, which means that they are
tolerant to temporary drops in performance as long as it is good on average. FTP, used to
do bulk-data transmissions, is the clearest example of an elastic application. For FTP, the
per-packet performance is unimportant as long as the average throughput is enough.
Telnet is another traditional application usually treated as elastic. This could be
questioned because Telnet involves a user interaction with need for real-time-like
response. Anyway, because of the fact that the traffic generated in Telnet sessions is very
low, it usually performs well also on an overloaded network. For both FTP and Telnet it
is enough to have mechanisms for re-sending of lost data until all data has been received.
Applications with real-time characteristics on the other hand, need a way to ensure
specific limits on transmission latency and delay jitter. They also require guarantees for a
certain constant transmission capacity. Because of its lack for more complex services of
this kind, it is reasonable to claim that today’s Internet can not support real-time
applications in a decent way. However, due to the explosive success of the Internet and
the fact that its usage is “free”, real-time applications in Internet have emerged during the
last years in spite of the technical difficulties. Real-time audio in two-way conversations,
here referred to as “IP telephony”, is one of these applications emerging. To begin with,
different manufacturers of IP telephony used proprietary solutions for their applications
and most of them were made compatible to a few widely spread ones. Later, different
protocols and also standards have been developed and today much attention is paid to a
standard recommendation H.323 from the International Telecommunications Union
(ITU) which covers most issues for all kind of real-time multimedia communication.
Also the Internet Engineering Task Force (IETF) is developing solutions for real-time
communications which are more flexible and in most cases simpler than H.323. Anyway,
all solutions suffer from the limited quality guarantees supported which is something
most potential users would request before they are willing to replace their traditional
telephony with IP telephony. One solution to this has been proposed at Ericsson Erisoft
AB. The idea behind this solution was that even if we can not guarantee anything, we
should be able to supervise the telephone traffic in the network so we can detect problems
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and do something about them, for example by increasing the network capacity in specific
areas.

����*RDOV

The main goal of this master thesis was to implement and evaluate a supervising system.
Every telephony client should be connected to a speech quality supervisor to whom the
client frequently reports it’s experienced speech quality. The supervisor then collects and
analyses all quality reports. Because not much information was present about how
different solutions for a system like that could look like, the need for an extensive study
of related topics was obvious. In this work we outlined the following tasks:

• Study related topics to find out if this kind of system is needed, has been made
before, could be made and also get ideas for how to implement it and what
facilities to implement.

• Implement a client application to be used at each IP telephony host.
• Implement a server application, the speech quality supervisor.
• Define protocols for their communications between each other and connect them

using these protocols.
• Investigate how a speech quality measurement should be performed.
• Evaluate the need, benefits and drawbacks of this kind of solution.

����6FRSH

This thesis studies and creates a framework for the proposed system. Both a client and a
server application were implemented using Visual C++ 5.0, Microsoft Foundation
Classes and Windows Sockets 1.0. They were tested and work both under Windows95
(only Server application) and Windows NT4. The client application, which implements a
utility for simulating telephony, does not create its own data but sends data read from a
speech file. Packet loss in the network was simulated using an Erisoft utility called a
Schouter. All communication and measuring components were implemented in an
extremely simple manner but should each be further investigated and developed.

����'LVSRVLWLRQ

Chapter 2 covers the background of this thesis, covering the Internet protocol history,
real-time over Internet and proposed protocols and standards. In chapter 3 the suggested
system to implement is described pointing out the most important issues. In chapter 4 and
5 the client and server are presented and chapter 6 explains the properties of the
communication channels between the applications. Finally, some conclusions about the
work are drawn in chapter 7 followed by a discussion about possible proceedings to this
work in chapter 8. All references used may be found in chapter 9 and some extra details
are covered in the appendixes. Appendix A contains a small glossary to some terms used
in this report. Appendix B and C show complete class diagrams for the implemented
applications.
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�� %DFNJURXQG

This chapter gives a brief background to the subject of Internet and real-time media,
especially speech over IP. It describes different proposed standards and protocols, and
discusses how different attributes with IP telephony may relate to traditional telephony.

����7KH�,QWHUQHW�HYROXWLRQ�DQG�UHYROXWLRQ

The worldwide computer internetwork commonly known as the Internet is based on a
protocol suite called the TCP/IP protocol suite (illustrated in Figure 2.1). Even if the
Internet has not been well known to the general public until the last years, it has been
there for a while and the first proposals for the TCP/IP protocol suite are about 25 years
old. The motivations for the design decisions that were taken back then were based on
completely different demands than most users would put on today’s Internet. In the
future, the technologies used will probably change to better suit the demands of today and
tomorrow, but this will certainly take some time and until then we have to find methods
to meet the different demands as good as possible, using today’s Internet protocols.
Before discussing which these demands are and how to satisfy them, it may be good to
briefly explain the original motivations of TCP/IP and how they have affected the way
the protocols work. More of this may be read in “The Design Philosophy of the DARPA
Internet Protocols” [1], by David D. Clark.

3K\VLFDO�QHWZRUN

,QWHUQHW�3URWRFRO��,3�

7&3 8'3

$SSOLFDWLRQ

Figure 2.1 - The TCP/IP Protocol Suite
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������ ,3���7KH�,QWHUQHW�3URWRFRO

It all started back in the seventies at the Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA) of the U.S. Department of Defense. The fundamental goal was to implement
an efficient solution for interconnecting different existing networks to provide some
larger service without changing the different network architectures. Because the
networks, which were to be integrated, were packet switched this solution was also
chosen for the Internet architecture. The fact that it was developed by the military has
obviously affected the solution in many ways. The most important goal was that the
Internet should continue to work even if some parts were failing. To achieve this, a
network without any internal state information about the on-going sessions were created,
providing the most simple service, the ability to transport a datagram1 from one host to
another. There are no guaranties given by the network about the time and order of
delivery of the datagrams or if they will be delivered at all, but the network ensures to do
as good as it can. This service is usually called “Best-Effort Service” and is the one
provided by the Internet Protocol (IP) [2], which is the base protocol in the TCP/IP suite.
It is important to notice that this connectionless datagram service with best-effort
guaranties itself does not represent a desired service, but provides a basic building block
out of which different services can be implemented. It doesn’t require any state
information in the switching nodes and it is so simple that most network architectures can
incorporate it. Figure 2.2 illustrates some of the main characteristics of an IP network.

,3�EDVHG�SDFNHW�VZLWFKLQJ�GDWDJUDP
QHWZRUN�ZLWK�³EHVW�HIIRUW´�VHUYLFH

+RVW�%

+RVW�$
+RVW�&

'DWDJUDP���IURP�$�WR�&

'DWDJUDP���IURP�$�WR�&

'DWDJUDP���IURP�$�WR�&

'DWDJUDP���IURP�$�WR�&

'DWDJUDP���IURP�$�WR�&

Every datagram is
an individual unit.
Different
datagrams to the
same destination
are not correlated.

Datagram 2 from A to C was
probably lost in the network
(or has been delayed for a very
long time).

The datagrams
may not only be
lost. They may
also be delivered
out of order.

'DWDJUDP�IURP�%�WR�&

'DWDJUDP�IURP�%�WR�&

'DWDJUDP��

IURP�$�WR�&

Figure 2.2 – Some ordinary behaviors in an IP network

                                                          
1 A Datagram is a packet containing all of the information needed to deliver it to its destination.
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The IP service would also in some way fulfill the goal of effective utilization of the
network because the network may be used at nearly 100 % even though it’s impossible to
know or control who is using it, in what way and with what data. If commercial interests
had been involved in the IP development the possibilities to control and account the
utilization would probably have been more considered and given a much higher priority.

������ 7&3���7KH�7UDQVPLVVLRQ�&RQWURO�3URWRFRO

On top of the IP protocol, the Transmission Control Protocol (TCP) [3] may be used to
create a virtual circuit with reliable, ordered delivery of the data. TCP achieves this by
buffering in both sender and receiver, acknowledging all received packets and re-sending
in case of a lost packet (Figure 2.3). However, due to the fact that the IP protocol only
offers a very simple base service, even with TCP it is impossible to say something about
or control the transmission delay. When using the TCP mechanism, the delay jitter also
becomes large in case of congestion2, because of the need for retransmissions. This does
not have to be a problem, and for most of the services asked for in the past, TCP fulfilled
all demands. These may be services like remote login, file transfers, electronic mail and
so on where per-packet time constraints are not vital for the total performance. TCP is the
most used transport protocol in today’s Internet and has played an important role for
making the Internet work reasonable. This is because TCP implements flow control,
which means that it adapts it’s sending rate and decreases it in case of congestion.

$SSOLFDWLRQ�SURFHVV $SSOLFDWLRQ�SURFHVV

7&3 7&3

6HQG�EXIIHU 5HFHLYH�EXIIHU

:ULWH
E\WHV

5HDG
E\WHV

7UDQVPLW�VHJPHQW

$FNQRZOHGJH�UHFHLYHG�VHJPHQW

5HWUDQVPLW�ORVW�VHJPHQW

Figure 2.3 – How TCP manages a byte stream [4]

������ 8'3���7KH�8VHU�'DWDJUDP�3URWRFRO

Although TCP is sufficient for most needs there are times when it is not well suited and
another kind of transmission mechanism is needed. To provide a way to implement other
kind of services the User Datagram Protocol (UDP) [5] was created as an application-
level interface to IP’s basic datagram service. The only thing that UDP adds to the
functionality of IP is a mechanism for multiplexing transmissions to and from different
applications at the same host, an abstraction called ports. UDP does not implement any
                                                          
2 Congestion is when packets are lost in a network due to buffer overrun in switches or routers.
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mechanism for flow control, which means that an application using UDP without any
own flow control technique may steal network resources from the careful TCP flows in
time of congestion.

������ 5HDO�WLPH�DSSOLFDWLRQV�LQ�,3�QHWZRUNV

The IP protocol suite, which from the beginning was developed to suite the needs of the
American defense department, has today become a worldwide standard for
interconnecting networks, both smaller intranets and the worldwide Internet. The simple
services mentioned earlier still remains, but as the networks get bigger, the bandwidth
higher and the end hosts more powerful, supplied with all kind of multimedia equipment,
new services with very different characteristics are requested. A common characteristic
for applications using the traditional IP services is that they are fairly tolerant for delays
and variances in the delay. It does not matter if an email take one or two seconds or
maybe a whole minute to reach its destination. A file transfer operation does not suffer
from a short time of congestion in the network as long as it gets sufficient bandwidth on
an average. The IP-network serves these tolerant applications well and with TCP the
services become reliable with good network utilization. Many of the upcoming
applications like audio and video tools, which are supposed to run in real-time, put much
more complex requirements on the network. The first new requirement they raise is that
transmission delay should stay within certain limits. This is needed when, for example,
two persons are having a two-way conversation, because high delay makes the
conversation unsatisfying. It is important to remember that it is not the average delay that
has to be limited but the maximal delay. This means in fact that a session of this kind
needs to have a certain bandwidth available at all times with a specified limit for the
transmission delay. Current IP-networks do not provide guarantees for any of these
needs. The only solution within the current IP framework is to over-provision3 the
network. This works most of the time, but provide no guarantees. One other important
thing to notice is that TCP does not suit at all for this kind of data delivery. The
retransmission mechanism of TCP will not be of any use because of the time limitations
and the reordering would also fail due to the same reason. Then UDP has to be used
which, as earlier mentioned, has no mechanism for flow and congestion control. Real-
time flows could then starve4 the TCP flows, which may not be a desirable and fair
behavior.

������ &RPSHWLQJ�IRU�WKH�QHWZRUN�UHVRXUFHV

As earlier mentioned, the only way to ensure reasonable performance for real-time
services is to over-provision the network, and still there will be no guarantees. When the
network offers only best-effort service, all users get the same per-packet service. With
this model it will be difficult to create incentives for investments in the global Internet so
                                                          
3 With over-provisioning we mean making the network resources much greater than they should have to be
in most ordinary cases.
4 With starving we here have in mind the fact that UDP flows always continue to transfer at the same rate
while TCP flows decreases its rate in time of congestion. If the total capacity is C and there are UDP flows
with a total sending rate of as much as C, then concurrent TCP flows will get no bandwidth at all because
they decrease their sending rate to nearly zero to avoid congestion. The UDP flows have no such control
and will then starve the TCP flows.
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that real-time services work reasonable, due to the fact that IP networks of today do not
support ways to give different users different services and charge for them. However, in
smaller intranets where you want to give all connected users access to the same high
performance services, the over-provisioning solution may work. This statement is of
fundamental significance for the solution presented in this master thesis work.

������ 1HHG�IRU�D�GLIIHUHQW�VHUYLFH�WKDQ�WKH�VLPSOH�EHVW�HIIRUW

Real-time services would really benefit by a different base service than IP’s basic best
effort [6]. This is a fact that has been mentioned for a long time and a lot of different
solutions have been presented, but still there are many issues to investigate and discuss
and a long way to go before we have a different internetworking framework. In [7],
Carpenter talks about what he thinks should be general architectural principles for
designing the internetworking solutions of tomorrow. He points out that most things are
very good in the current IP framework, but that we have to add some internal state
information to the network to get a higher level of control and ability for more complex
services. This is similar to what Clark mentions in [1] where he presents what he calls a
flow as a successor to the datagram. These flows define different data streams and are
managed through regularly updated soft-state information inside the network. Both
Carpenter and Clark points out the need for a very sophisticated solution without static
state information to keep the internetworking flexible and adaptive in case of failure.
Another important thing to clarify is what kind of services we really need. Should we just
add a service with static guarantees [8] to the present best effort service and then
everything will be fine, or may there be some different kind of service in between those
with capabilities to handle some simpler service commitments. Clark, Scott & Zhang give
one suggestion for a service of this kind in [9]. It is called Predicted Service, and is
thought to suit adaptive applications, tolerant to small variations in service fulfillment.
Even if most researchers agree on the need for a different IP-solution there are still some
disagreements especially concerning the need for accountability. The main issue is if it is
possible to introduce service differentiation with higher and lower priority and make
people request the lower without charging more for the higher. This issue is very difficult
and controversial in the Internet community because introducing charging mechanisms
would completely change the culture and traditions of the Internet.

����9RLFH�RYHU�,3�EHFRPHV�UHDOLW\

As described in previous sections, the IP framework of today has no support for real-time
packet delivery. Anyway, due to the explosive growth of the Internet and the fact that
real-time services are requested, it is time to face the fact that some kind of solutions
should be developed to meet these demands in a decent way until the underlying network
protocols can do it. During the last few years, this is what has happened in the area of
telephony over Internet. In the beginning just as research projects by Internet scientists,
but when those first steps were taken a lot of different manufacturers saw an opportunity
to get into the multi-billion dollar industry of telecommunications.
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������ 7UDQVPLWWLQJ�VSHHFK�GDWD�RYHU�,3

Applications for real-time audio transmission belongs to a particular group called play-
back applications. In a play-back application the source takes the signal, packetizes it,
and transmits it over the network. Every packet is given a timestamp or a sequence
number (or sometimes both) to identify the different packets in the stream. The time it
takes to deliver a packet from source to destination is called the network delay. This
delay inevitably has some variation, which is called the network delay jitter. At the
receiver side the data is depacketized and played back in order by using the sequence
number and/or the timestamp. To remove the network delay jitter the incoming data is
buffered and then replayed at a designated play-back point. Any data that arrives before
this play-back point can, through buffering, be used to reconstruct the original real-time
signal, while data arriving later is useless and could be treated as lost (see figure 2.4).

Sent packet
Received and buffered packet
Late received (lost) packet
Reconstructed packet
Play-back point

WLPH

6HT��QU

�

�

�

�

�
�

�

�

�

��

�

�
�

�
�

�

�

�
�

��

Figure 2.4 – Transmitting, receiving, buffering and replaying audio data

To set an appropriate play-back point is of vital importance for the experienced quality of
service. In a two-way conversation the experienced performance of the user is very
sensitive to the data delivery delay, and the play-back point should not be delayed more
than at most 200 milliseconds. On the other hand, if the play-back point is not delayed
enough, many packets will arrive late and even if the speech quality tolerates the loss of a
certain fraction of packets this fraction must be limited. Lost packets may be replaced by
repeating data from previous packets, inserting silence or create substitute data based on
some predictive methods.

������ ,QWHUQHW�DXGLR�H[SHULPHQWV�IRUFHV�GHYHORSPHQW�RI�QHZ�SURWRFROV

Efforts in transmitting audio over the Internet protocols were performed as early as in the
seventies (see History section of [10]). However, these experiments used special-purpose
hardware and not until the late eighties, new experimental interests were arisen. This led
to the development of applications such as vt, vtalk and later vat [11]. These experiments
were conducted on the ARPA test network called DARTnet, a transcontinental IP
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network involving about a dozen research sites. Vat, developed at The Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory (LBNL), became the first well-known audio application
and is still in use within the MBone [12] application suite, a suite also including a video
tool, vic, and a whiteboard tool, wb. The vat tool implemented a new protocol to handle
the real-time data transmission. Due to the enormous success of vat, this protocol was
given a lot of attention and has been further developed by the Internet Engineering Task
Force (IETF) under the name Real-Time Transport Protocol (RTP). Also the traditional
telecommunication companies have started to pay some attention to the subject of IP
telephony and are developing standards for their purposes. The International
Telecommunications Union (ITU) has proposed an umbrella recommendation for
multimedia communications called H.323, which make use of the RTP protocol for audio
and video.

����7KH�5HDO�7LPH�7UDQVSRUW�3URWRFRO��573

Here follows an overview of the Real-Time Transport Protocol, RTP. Primary sources for
this part have been the RFCs5 [13] and Internet Drafts6 [14] about RTP, Henning
Schulzrinne’s RTP page [10], and an analysis of RTP by the Northwest Alliance for
Computational Science and Engineering (NACSE) [15].

������ +LVWRU\

The history of RTP began by the development of vat in the beginning of the 90’s. The
protocol originally used in vat was not initially called RTP, but it has been referred to as
RTP version 0. In the end of ’92, Henning Schulzrinne published version 1 of the RTP
protocol. It went through several states of Internet Drafts before it finally got approved as
a proposed standard, RFC1889 [13], by the IESG (the steering group of the IETF) in
November 1995. At this point, some not backward-compatible changes had been made so
the protocol was now referred to as RTP version 2. The evolution of RTP continues
within the Audio/Video Transport Working Group of the IETF. Several Internet Drafts
have been published as revisions of the RFC, in preparation for advancement from
Proposed Standard to Draft Standard status. Even if the standardization process is not
finalized yet, many software developers, for instance Microsoft and Netscape, have
already implemented or started to implement the RTP protocol in their applications.

������ 2YHUYLHZ

RTP is supposed to be the Internet standard protocol for the transport of real-time data,
including audio and video. It provides end-to-end network transport functionality over
multicast7 or unicast8 network services, even if the ability to be used with multicast
makes it unnecessary complex for unicast. The data transport is augmented by a control
protocol (RTCP) to allow monitoring data delivery, and to provide minimal control and
identification functionality. Even if UDP/IP is the initial target, RTP and RTCP are
                                                          
5 RFC = Request For Comments are documents of different kinds published by the IETF.
6 Internet Drafts are documents describing ideas and work in progress.
7 Multicast is communication between multiple parties in the Internet.
8 Unicast is a point-to-point communication between two end hosts on the Internet.
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designed to be independent of the underlying transport and network layers. They do not
assume anything about the underlying network except that it provides framing, and they
are not affected by addressing changes in the network layer. This means that every
connection that can be established using existing end-to-end protocols can be used for
RTP sessions. RTP represents a new style of protocol following the principles of
application level framing (ALF) and integrated level processing proposed by Clark and
Tennenhouse [16]. This implies that RTP in most cases will be integrated into the
application processing rather than being implemented as a separate layer. Anyway, no
matter how it is implemented, RTP creates a new protocol layer between UDP/IP and the
real applications (Figure 2.5).

3K\VLFDO�QHWZRUN

,QWHUQHW�3URWRFRO��,3�

7&3 8'3

$SSOLFDWLRQ

573

Figure 2.5 – RTP will typically be run on top of UDP

������ *HQHUDO�573�IXQFWLRQDOLW\

RTP provides end-to-end delivery services like identification of different payload types,
sequence numbering and time stamping. Sequence numbers and timestamps are used by
the receiver to reconstruct the correct packet sequence, but might also be used to
determine the proper location of a packet, for example in video decoding, without
necessarily decoding packets in sequence. Some matters motivate the need for both
sequence numbers and time stamps. One example is that different packets may have the
same time stamp and then the increasing sequence number is used to detect lost packets.
Another situation is when there for an example is a silence in a conversation and no
packets are sent for a while. To distinguish between lost data and this kind of pause in the
data flow, the time stamps are still increased for every packet that should have been sent,
while the sequence numbers are increased only when packets really are sent. RTP does
not provide mechanisms to ensure timely delivery, or provide guarantees for a certain
quality-of-service. For this it relies on lower-layer services. The RTP specification should
also be supplemented with RTP profiles for different kind of media, specifying details
like different available payload types. Such profiles are developed by the IETF to
support, for an example, Audio/Video [17], [18].
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������ 573�3DFNHW

An RTP packet consists of a header followed by the actual real-time data. The header has
a fixed part, shown in Figure 2.6, followed by an optional extension. Even the fixed part
may vary in size and while the first twelve bytes are present in every RTP packet, the list
of CSRC identifiers is present only when needed and the size varies.

� �� ����

9 � 3 ; && 0 37 VHTXHQFH�QXPEHU

WLPHVWDPS

V\QFKURQL]DWLRQ�VRXUFH��665&��LGHQWLILHU

FRQWULEXWLQJ�VRXUFH��&65&��LGHQWLILHUV

«

Figure 2.6 – The fixed header fields of an RTP packet

The fields have the following meaning:

9HUVLRQ��9���� Two bits indicating the RTP version, currently version two.

3DGGLQJ��3���� If this bit is set, then  some of the octets at the end of the packet is
padding and not part of the payload. The last octet of the packet
contains a count of how many these padding octets are.

([WHQVLRQ��;���� One bit indicating that the fixed header fields are followed by a
header extension defined by the profile.

&65&�&RXQW��&&���� Four bits containing the number of CSRC identifiers present.

0DUNHU��0���� This bit may be defined by RTP profiles.

3D\ORDG�W\SH��37���� Seven bits that identifies the format of the RTP payload defined
by the current RTP profile.

6HTXHQFH�QXPEHU��� A 16-bit number incremented by one for each packet sent. Used
for reordering and loss detection at the receiver.

7LPHVWDPS�� 32 bits identifying the timely position of the packet.

665&�� 32 bits chosen by random to be unique for every participant
within an RTP session.

&65&�OLVW�� If the packet is created by a mixer (see 2.3.7), this field contains
the SSRC identifiers of the contributing sources. May be zero or
up to 15 items of 32 bits each.
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If the extension bit is set and thereby indicating that a header extension is used this
extension looks like in Figure 2.7.

� �� ����

OHQJWK

KHDGHU�H[WHQVLRQ

«

GHILQHG�E\�SURILOH

Figure 2.7 – The RTP header extension

The RTP specification does not define any header extension itself. It is up to the different
RTP profiles to use the mechanism, which is intended only for limited use because most
potential uses would be better done some other way, for an example with additional
information carried in the payload section.

������ 7KH�573�&RQWURO�3URWRFRO��57&3

The RTP control Protocol (RTCP) is based on the periodic transmission of control
packets to all participants in the session, using the same distribution mechanism as for the
data packets. RTCP should perform the following four functions:

1. Provide feedback on the quality of the data distribution to all participants. This
function is related to the flow and congestion control of other transport protocols
and makes it possible to detect problems in the network and adapt to them by
changing transfer rate, encoding scheme or other.

2. Carry a persistent transport-level identifier for an RTP source called the canonical
name or CNAME. This identifier may be used to identify and synchronize different
data streams from a given participant.

3. Monitor the number of participants in a session and adapt the sending rate of RTCP
packets to it.

4. Convey minimal session control information such as a participant’s name, e-mail,
telephone number and geographic location.

While the RTP packet format is simple and the RTP protocol easy to implement the
RTCP protocol is much more complex and more difficult to implement. RTCP requires
lots of information to be stored by every participant about the others, a lot of different
packets to send at flexible rate and a lot of information to receive, analyze and adapt to.
How this is managed is not described here but may be found in [13] and [14]. From the
point of view of this thesis, it is important to note that RTCP is designed to work with
multicast and would be much simplified if redesigning it for unicast-only purpose. Also
RTP could be simplified for unicast use but not as much as RTCP.
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������ 57&3�3DFNHW

There are several different kinds of RTCP packets defined by the specification. Sender
reports (SR) for transmission and reception of statistics from participants that are active
senders. Receiver reports (RR) for reception of statistics from participants that are not
active senders. Source description items (SDES) giving specific information about the
participant, including the CNAME. End messages (BYE) telling that a participant has left
the session. Finally there is also a packet type for application specific functions (APP).
The SDES and BYE packets give only simple information about the participant sending
it. The SR and RR packets are the most important ones because they take care of the most
difficult function of RTCP, the quality-monitoring task. The only difference between the
SR and RR packets is that SR includes a sender part, which is left out in RR. Figure 2.8
shows an outline of a SR RTCP packet.

� �� ����

9 � 3 5& 37 65 ��� OHQJWK

665&�RI�VHQGHU

173�WLPHVWDPS��PRVW�VLJQLILFDQW�ZRUG

173�WLPHVWDPS��OHDVW�VLJQLILFDQW�ZRUG

573�WLPHVWDPS

KHDGHU

VHQGHU¶V�SDFNHW�FRXQW

VHQGHU¶V�RFWHW�FRXQW

VHQGHU

LQIR

665&B���665&�RI�ILUVW�VRXUFH�

FXPXODWLYH�QXPEHU�RI�SDFNHWV�ORVW

H[WHQGHG�KLJKHVW�VHTXHQFH�QXPEHU�UHFHLYHG

LQWHUDUULYDO�MLWWHU

ODVW�65��/65�

GHOD\�VLQFH�ODVW�65��'/65�

IUDFWLRQ�ORVW

UHSRUW

EORFN

�

PRUH

UHSRUW

EORFNV

Figure 2.8 – The RTCP Sender Report Packet

The version and padding bits are the same as in the RTP header, which also the SSRC
identifier is. The reception report count (RC) indicates the number of report blocks
contained in the packet (may be zero). The packet type field tells that this is an RTCP SR
packet and the length field gives the size of it. The NTP timestamp should refer to an
absolute time, called wallclock time, while the RTP timestamp is the same as in the RTP
header. The last fields in the sender information part gives the number of packets and
payload octets transmitted by the sender since starting transmission up until the time the
actual SR packet was generated. Then a report follows about every source that this
participant receives packets from, including data about fraction of lost packets, highest
received sequence number and inter arrival jitter from this source. The report ends with
data about the last report sent to and received from the particular participant.
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������ 2WKHU�573�IDFLOLWLHV

RTP and RTCP are protocols with a lot of nice facilities and the use of RTCP in
particular is not easily described. No deep description is therefore given here. Anyway,
some additional facilities should at least be mentioned.

• Mixers are RTP-level relays that mix streams from different sources to one single
stream to save bandwidth. A mixer represents also an RTP participant with its own
SSRC. The SSRC fields of the mixed streams are put in the SCRC fields to give the
receivers a possibility to know about all the sources for the mixed data.

• A translator is equipment inserted within a firewall to make it possible to reach
participants behind the firewall from the outside.

• Different media, such as audio and video, are transmitted in different RTP sessions.
This makes it possible for the participants to choose which parts to receive, for an
example just audio and no video. Some media may also be encoded using several
layers, which means that the media is transmitted in multiple sessions and receivers
can then control their reception bandwidth by participating only in an appropriate
subset of the sessions.

• Multiple RTCP packets may be concatenated without any intervening separators to
form a compound RTCP packet that is sent in a single packet of the lower level
protocol.

����5HFRPPHQGDWLRQ�+����

When the first commercial applications for telephony over Internet were presented they
were based on proprietary solutions. This made them incompatible to each other and a
need for a common standard became clear. The H.323 standard is an umbrella
recommendation from the International Telecommunications Union (ITU). It provides a
foundation for multimedia communications across IP-based networks that do not provide
a guaranteed Quality of Service (QoS). The standard addresses call setup and control,
multimedia management and also mechanisms for bandwidth management. Support for
voice is mandatory within every H.323 terminal, while data and video are optional. The
simplest H.323 terminal will then be an Internet telephone application. Because of the
support from many significant telecommunications companies and also companies like
Intel, Microsoft and Netscape, the standard is likely to get a lot of attention in the near
future. H.323 is designed to be independent of underlying network architectures, it
supports both unicast and multicast, and there are mechanisms to limit the number of
H.323 connections within a particular network or the amount of bandwidth available to
H.323 applications. Properties that have been noticed to be important drawbacks of
H.323 are the complex and heavy signaling and the big session setup latency. On the
other hand, the signaling is very flexible and powerful and may therefore instead be an
advantage of H.323. Information about H.323 has been taken from the ITU standard [19]
and “A Primer on the H.323 Series Standard” [20] by DataBeam.
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������ 7KH�+�����QHWZRUN�FRPSRQHQWV

Within H.323 several different network components are specified. Some are mandatory
while others are optional and some are in general implemented within others even if they
logically represent a separate unit. Figure 2.9 shows an example of a Local Area Network
(LAN) with H.323 elements in two H.323 zones and interfaces against other networks.

GatewayMCUGatekeeper Gatekeeper

Terminal Terminal Terminal

Internet

ISDN,
ATM,
…

 �Client registered to this gatekeeper  �H.323 zone

Figure 2.9 – The H.323 network components

The main purposes of the different components are:

7HUPLQDO Terminals are the client end-points on the LAN that provides real-time,
two-way communications. The terminals are described in chapter 2.4.2.

*DWHZD\ An optional element in H.323 which provides many services. The most
important is to act as a connection between the LAN and other ITU
terminals like ISDN and ATM. A gateway is an H.323 endpoint.

*DWHNHHSHU A gatekeeper performs two important functions, address translation and
bandwidth management (through access control). When a specified
threshold is reached the gatekeeper can refuse to make any more
connections. A gatekeeper is not required in a H.323 system, but if it is
present, it is mandatory that all terminals register to and make use of the
gatekeeper’s services.

0&8 A 0XOWLSRLQW� &RQWURO� 8QLW� provides the capability for three or more
terminals and gateways to participate in a multipoint conference. It may
also connect terminals in a point-to-point conference, which may later
develop into a multipoint conference. An MCU is an H.323 endpoint.
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������ (OHPHQWV�RI�DQ�+�����WHUPLQDO

An H.323 terminal implements the interaction with the users and act as endpoint clients.
They provide real-time, two-way multimedia communications. All H.323 terminals are
required to implement audio support but could also support video and different data
applications. Figure 2.10 illustrates the structure of such a terminal.

6\VWHP�&RQWURO
8VHU�,QWHUIDFH

'DWD
(TXLSPHQW

&DPHUD�
'LVSOD\

0LFURSKRQH�
6SHDNHU

$XGLR�&RGHF
*����
*����
*����

9LGHR�&RGHF
+����
+����

'DWD
,QWHUIDFH
7����

573���57&3

7&3��8'3���,3

/$1

6\VWHP�&RQWURO

5$6
*DWH�
NHHSHU
,QWHUIDFH

4����
&DOO
6HWXS

+����
&RQWURO

H.323
Scope

Figure 2.10 – The structure of an H.323 terminal

For the different media types, three different interfaces are required, one for audio, one
for video and one for data. All H.323 terminals must also support H.245, which is used to
negotiate channel usage and capabilities. Other control components are Q.931 for call
signaling and call setup, and an interface called RAS for communication with the
gatekeeper. RAS is shortening for Registration/Admission/Status. At last, an H.323
terminal has to support RTP/RTCP for the transport of real-time data.

������ 6RPH�ILQDO�SRLQWV�DERXW�+����

Because of the massive support from the telecommunications companies, H.323 will
probably be a success. However, a problem from a telecommunications point of view is
the lack of support for quality guarantees. This is something that users of ordinary
telephony and teleconferencing are used to and probably will expect also from IP based
solutions. The question is how an H.323 system could be implemented to provide a “soft”
(not 100%, but almost) guarantee for high quality.  To investigate a solution for this is the
main task of this master thesis.
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����7KH�6HVVLRQ�,QLWLDWLRQ�3URWRFRO��6,3

While the H.323 standard, developed by the union of the telecommunications companies,
covers both session handling and data transport, the IETF is developing a protocol for
session control in addition to other IETF protocols that handles the data transport. This
protocol is called the Session Initiation Protocol (SIP) [21] and is designed to work with
both unicast and multicast. Sessions to be handled are, as for H.323, multimedia
communications like audio, video and different other data including multimedia
conferences and Internet telephony. The role of SIP is to work as an application level
protocol, independent of lower-layer transport protocols, and handle the creation,
modification and termination of such sessions. SIP can be used to initiate sessions as well
as invite members to sessions that have been advertised and established by other means.
It provides transparent name mapping and redirection services which gives support for
mobility by making users reachable wherever they are at the moment. Every user has a
unique identity corresponding to both the particular user and his home location (could
look like this: lars-erik@erisoft.se). To contact a particular user, a request is sent to the
SIP-server at the users home location. Depending on the SIP-server implementation, it
either responds with the users current location and lets the calling host contact the user, or
handles the setup negotiation with the called user and returns an answer after the setup is
done. A server that takes care of the setup process is called a SIP proxy server, while a
server only replying with users current location is called a SIP redirect server. SIP is not
of important relevance to this master thesis work and will therefore not be described any
further. The reason for mention it at all was to note that there are other working solutions
for multimedia communication than the H.323.

���� ,3�WHOHSKRQ\�FRPSDUHG�WR�RUGLQDU\�WHOHSKRQ\

Telephony over IP has a great deal of similarities with ordinary wireless telephony. The
incoming speech is divided into small frames (usually about 20 ms of speech). Each
speech frame is then encoded into discrete values and transmitted to the receiving side as
described in chapter 2.2.1. The receiver finally decodes the frames into playable audio
data. When there are errors introduced in the transmission channel, there may be
distortion in the speech. There are methods to compensate for lost or erroneous frames, a
task usually called error concealment [22]. Due to the quasi-stationary9 nature of speech
this can be done with good results as long as the loss is limited. For several consecutive
lost frames, the possibility to compensate for the loss is worse. The speech quality will be
degraded and finally muted to silence. Here we find an important difference between the
radio channel and the IP channel. In the radio channel there may be bit errors, while in
the packet based IP networks entire packets are usually lost. This means that when data is
lost in an IP network, there is always at least one frame lost (usually about 20 ms). The
reason for this is that UDP has a checksum to detect errors in the transmission and when
an error is detected the whole packet is thrown. This is a problem with UDP when used
for telephony and there is research going on [23] to define a new protocol that does not
throw all erroneous packets.

                                                          
9 Quasi-stationary means that the speech data from subsequent frames seems to be almost stationary.
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�� $Q�,3�WHOHSKRQ\�PRQLWRULQJ�V\VWHP

This chapter presents the monitoring IP-telephony system, which was the main objective
of this master thesis to investigate, implement and evaluate. First, the original idea is
presented and described, followed by an analysis of this system. The analysis both looks
at the idea as a whole to find an objective standpoint for the benefit of a system like this
and on the different parts of the system to determine what parts should be implemented in
the scope of this thesis and in what way. Finally the implemented system as a whole is
presented, described and motivated

����7KH�RULJLQDO�LGHD

The original idea of the system is illustrated in Figure 3.1, which shows its three different
kind of components, a speech quality supervisor with a storage unit, a gateway and
terminals. These components are connected through a packet switching network (i.e. IP).

*DWHZD\

7HUPLQDO7HUPLQDO

6SHHFK�4XDOLW\
6XSHUYLVRU

6WRUDJH

3DFNHW
1HWZRUN

3671
*60

,6'1
«

(QGSRLQWV

Figure 3.1 – The original idea of the system
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The terminals are the obvious endpoints in the system where users interact through their
telephone applications. Every such terminal should include a speech quality client for
measurement of the experienced speech quality in the application. Reports about the
quality should then regularly be transmitted to the quality supervisor. A gateway provides
a possibility to connect to other telephony terminals like for an example ISDN and will
then also become a reporting endpoint in this system. The last component in the system is
the speech quality supervisor to which the endpoints send their reports. The supervisor
may collect this information, save information about the overall quality at every time and
also generate immediate alarm in case of serious problems. It may also be possible for the
supervisor to instruct the connected terminals to reduce their sending rate in case of
congestion.

����3RVLWLRQLQJ�DQG�UHGHILQLQJ�WKH�V\VWHP

When investigating the area of IP telephony and voice over IP we found that almost all
attention today is focused on the different protocols and standards from IETF and ITU
respectively. When studying the original proposal of the system, it is easy to see that the
innovator also has been influenced by H.323, both because of the gateway and the
terminology. The thought was probably to investigate this supervising system to see if it
works ok, and if so, it could later be incorporated in an H.323 solution. H.323 was
therefore investigated to find out if this mechanism is really needed and how it could be
incorporated. As H.323 use the RTP protocol for transport of real-time data (see chapter
2.4.2), this is where the most important component of the proposal, the reporting, must be
incorporated. The next step then became to look at the existing mechanisms of RTP and
how to add our functionality. It was found that RTP through RTCP already provides a
possibility to include a monitoring server in the system, but with some limitations. The
most important limitation is the fact that multicast must be used to make a monitor
possible, because a monitor would only be a “silent” terminal just participating as a
listener and collecting information from the other participants. The unicast/multicast
issue in relation to RTP/RTCP was analyzed and the conclusion is that unicast is a too
important way to communicate to be ignored. For unicast, RTCP is not a very suitable
solution and therefore it was decided to implement the proposed system for unicast use,
with an RTP-like transmission protocol and a completely different control protocol than
RTCP.

����7KH�LPSOHPHQWHG�V\VWHP

We have focused on obtaining a small test system, without implementing all components
and without including all functionality. Currently, no gateway is included. This is
because it should perform the same tasks as the reporting mechanism in the terminals.
The supervisor is simplified by receiving and monitoring the current quality measures
without storing the information. A storing facility could be added later. The terminals do
not create their speech data by themselves but read it from existing speech-files. This
choice was made because data generation is a speech encoding task and not part of this
work. On the receiving side, received packets are only used to do a quality measure and
are then thrown away. The motive for this is the same as for ignoring the speech
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generation part. The quality measure is made as simple as possible. It only detects loss of
packets and late arrivals. The implemented test system is shown in Figure 3.2.

7HUPLQDO�Q7HUPLQDO��

6SHHFK�4XDOLW\
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3DFNHW
1HWZRUN
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³/RVW´
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Figure 3.2 – The implemented test system

An optional number of terminals, communicating with each other, may be connected to
the quality supervisor. Packet loss is simulated using an Erisoft utility, called Schouter10,
which works as a router on the local network. All packets from and to specific hosts
passing the Schouter are delayed by a constant value or with consecutive intervals
defined by data from a file. Both the server application, Speech Quality Supervisor –
SQS, and the client application, SimPhone, are described in detail in subsequent chapters.

                                                          
10 6FKRXWHU is a name obtained by joining the word VFKHGXOHU and the word URXWHU.
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�� 7KH�6LP3KRQH�DSSOLFDWLRQ

This chapter describes the implementation of the client application. First the decisions
made about how the application should work and the platform to use are motivated. Then
it continues by describing the overall design and functionality, followed by an application
presentation with screenshots of the user interface. Finally some details about how it was
implemented is presented.

����)XQGDPHQWDO�GHFLVLRQV

At first, the intention was to create a speech quality client as an addition to some already
existing application for IP telephony. However, after some consideration it was decided
to create an own telephony application with an integrated quality client even though it
would not be fully functional. The reasons for this decision were primarily:
• It would have been very time-consuming to study and find how to create an add-on to

an existing application.
• The area of real-time data transport as a whole was new to us and so was also the

protocols like RTP and that made it more difficult to understand existing
implementations.

• Building a simple application from start would give a better opportunity to bit by bit
get understanding about the different parts and implement one piece at a time.

• Most existing applications were created for multicast use, while we wanted to use
unicast because it was thought that unicast for IP telephony had not been paid enough
attention.

• For simulation purposes an application that were capable of running many concurrent
speech sessions against different remote hosts was wanted. The speech should then be
read from speech files instead of being sampled from a microphone.

• Creating an own application would give an opportunity to choose platform and then
be able to learn some Windows programming.

The implemented client was named SimPhone as shortening for Simulated Telephone.
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����'HVLJQ�DQG�IXQFWLRQDOLW\

The SimPhone application works as a telephony tool that handles multiple concurrent
speech sessions to SimPhone’s at different other hosts. The current version has no real
audio input, but reads the data for every speech session from files instead. In that way it
is possible to participate in multiple concurrent sessions. All running speech sessions are
calculating a measure for their experienced speech quality, which is periodically reported
to a collecting server, a Speech Quality Supervisor. An overview of the design is shown
in Figure 4.1. The different components are further described in following subsections.
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Figure 4.1 – The SimPhone design

������ 7DVN�FRRUGLQDWRU

The task coordinator is the core of the application. It runs in a separate thread and is
started first when executing the program. Figure 4.2 shows the task coordinators different
interactions with other components of the application.
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Figure 4.2 – The Task Coordinators different interactions to other SimPhone parts
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The task coordinator executes all user instructions entered through the user interface, e.g.
start and stop of server, connection to and disconnection from a Speech Quality
Supervisor, creation and termination of speech sessions and termination of the whole
application. It also handles incoming calls received from the server module and removes
sessions due to termination by remote hosts.

������ 8VHU�LQWHUIDFH

Through the user interface it is possible for the user to interact with the application. All
outputs from the different parts of the program are presented through the user interface
and all user commands are entered here. However, the task coordinator takes care of all
user commands and is therefore the only component within the application to which the
user interface sends commands. The user interface interactions are shown in Figure 4.3.
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Figure 4.3 – How the User Interface interacts with other SimPhone parts

������ 6HUYHU�IRU�LQFRPLQJ�FDOOV

The task coordinator starts the server for
incoming calls after a request from the user
through the user interface, and it also stops
it in the same way. When running, the server
is listening for incoming calls, which are
forwarded to the task coordinator for
initiation of speech connections. The server
may send progress information directly to
the user interface. All these interactions are
illustrated in Figure 4.4.
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Figure 4.4 – Server interactions
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������ 6SHHFK�4XDOLW\�5HSRUWHU

The Speech Quality Reporter (SQR)
is connected to and disconnected from
a Speech Quality Supervisor (SQS) by
the task coordinator after a request
from the user through the user
interface. If the connection is
terminated by the SQS this is reported
to the task coordinator. All running
speech sessions are periodically
sending reports about their
experienced speech quality to the
reporter, which creates compound
reports to send to the SQS. The SQR
may send progress information
directly to the user interface. Figure
4.5 illustrates the interactions.

������ 6SHHFK�VHVVLRQ

Every ongoing speech session is
represented with a speech session
object started and terminated by the
task coordinator, either due to a local
user command from the user interface
or by initiative from a remote host.
Within every session, speech is sent
and received through a speech
channel to the remote host. Another
channel handles control messages
between the two hosts. A quality
measure is calculated within every
speech session based on the
experienced speech quality. The
quality measure is frequently sent to
the SQR. Every session may, as all
other parts, send information directly
to the user interface. Figure 4.6 shows
the speech session interactions.
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����7KH�DSSOLFDWLRQ

The SimPhone application exists at the moment in two different versions, one with a
textual and one with a graphical user interface. Both versions have the same functionality
but the graphical one is of course the easiest one to use and survey. In common for both
versions are that neither the server nor the connection to the SQS are initiated at startup,
but should be performed by the user. The different ways to interact make it necessary to
describe the different versions one at a time.

������ 6LP3KRQH�ZLWK�7H[XDO�8VHU�,QWHUIDFH��78,�

The text-based version of SimPhone, Figure 4.7, is a console application showing a menu
with the available commands. This menu will always appear again after a command is
performed.

Figure 4.7 – SimPhone with textual user interface

The commands that need additional data, such as port number, hostname and so on, to
perform their tasks, will prompt for this. All run-time information, like for incoming calls
and sessions ended by remote hosts, will also appear in the same window. This is
probably the main drawback of this version. Otherwise it has the same functionality as
the graphical one and will therefore not be described any further.
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������ 6LP3KRQH�ZLWK�*UDSKLFDO�8VHU�,QWHUIDFH��*8,�

When running, the graphical version of SimPhone looks like in Figure 4.8. It should be
noticed that in this screenshot a number of sessions are already going on, the server is
running and a connection is established to a Speech Quality Supervisor (SQS).

Figure 4.8 – SimPhone with graphical user interface

The different tasks that may be performed from and the functions of this main window,
its sub-windows and dialogs are described below.

• Pressing the 6WDUW� WKH� DQVZHUHU button starts the answering server, which is not
running at startup. The server listens to the port number specified in the SHWWLQJV
dialog, by default port 4242. If desired, pressing the 6WRS� WKH�DQVZHUHU button may
stop the server. A problem involved in restarting the server is that it may not be
restarted at the same port as long as previous incoming calls are still running. This is
due to a limitation in the Winsock communication API.

• The SimPhone client may connect to a Speech Quality Supervisor. Pressing the
&RQQHFW�WR�646 button does this, and disconnection is done in the same way using the
'LVFRQQHFW� IURP� 646� button. The connection is created to an SQS at the host
specified in the 6HWWLQJV� dialog. As soon as a connection is established, the client
starts reporting to the SQS.
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• The 6HWWLQJV dialog, shown is Figure 4.9, offers the possibility to set some options for
the application. These are, as mentioned above, host name and port number for the
SQS and port number for the local server, but also settings for the log-window at the
bottom of the main window. The log-window may display runtime messages from
different parts of the application at three levels, basic, extra and debug. Changes in
the server and SQS settings will require a confirmation before they take effect. It’s
strongly recommended using the default port numbers as long as not multiple clients
run at the same host.

Figure 4.9 – The 6HWWLQJV dialog

• Pressing the 0DNH�D�QHZ�FDOO button starts a new speech session. The dialog in Figure
4.10 will then appear asking for remote hostname, remote port and a speech file to
use within the session. The speech file should be of a specific IP speech format and
have the extension LS. When pressing 2.�a connection is established to the remote
host if an answering server is running at that host. The speech session is then placed
in an initial state, waiting for the remote user to answer.

Figure 4.10 – The 0DNH�D�QHZ�FDOO dialog

• Marking the speech in the speech list and then press the (QG� VSHHFK button will
terminate a running speech session.
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• When an incoming call arrives, the dialog in Figure 4.11 appears, asking for a speech
file to use in the speech session. If an incorrect filename is entered the speech session
will not be established but be terminated at the calling host.

Figure 4.11 – The $QVZHU�LQFRPLQJ�FDOO�dialog

• In the center of the main window all running speech sessions are listed. The list
includes information about remote hostname and address, session identifier and port
numbers for local and remote control and speech ports. A blue telephone symbol in
the beginning of a speech item indicates that this host was the initiator of the speech,
while a red one indicates that the remote side was.

• At the bottom of the main window is a log-window, monitoring some runtime
information from the different parts of the application. The level of details displayed
in this window may be configured in the 6HWWLQJV dialog.

���� ,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ

The version with textual user interface was the first one implemented but became
unnecessary difficult to survey, so it was decided to create a graphical version. However,
after some rewriting, the same core is used in both versions using the functionality of a
base class UI for in and output. Subclasses to this class are then implemented with textual
(TUI) and graphical (GUI) user interfaces. SimPhone is a multithreaded application
providing the possibility to run many concurrent sessions in real-time. A detailed
description of the implementation is omitted here, but some additional information may
be found in Appendix B where a complete class diagram is shown and the different
classes described. Note that the symbolic words like 7DVN� &RRUGLQDWRU DQG� 6SHHFK
6HVVLRQ used in this chapter corresponds to multiple classes with names different to these
symbolic ones.
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�� 7KH�6SHHFK�4XDOLW\�6XSHUYLVRU

This chapter describes the server application, the Speech Quality Supervisor (SQS). The
overall design and functionality is presented followed by an overview of the application
with screenshots of the user interface. Finally some implementation issues are covered.

����'HVLJQ�DQG�IXQFWLRQDOLW\

The Speech Quality Supervisor works as an information-collecting server to which
clients should connect and send speech quality reports. The supervisor is able to handle
multiple concurrent clients sending reports for the supervisor to receive and analyze. The
current version only monitors the momentary status for all connected clients without
storing the information or doing any further analysis of the overall quality. An overview
of the design is shown in Figure 5.1. The different components are further described in
the following subsections.
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4XDOLW\
5HSRUW
5HFHLYHU

Figure 5.1 – The Speech Quality Supervisor design
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������ 7DVN�FRRUGLQDWRU

The task coordinator is the core of the application. It runs in a separate thread and is first
started when executing the program. Figure 5.2 shows the task coordinators different
interactions with other components of the application.
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Figure 5.2 – The task Coordinators different interactions to other SQS parts

The task coordinator executes all user instructions entered through the user interface,
such as start and stop of server, creation and termination of client report receivers and
termination of the whole application. It also handles incoming client requests from the
server and removes report receivers due to disconnection by clients.

������ 8VHU�LQWHUIDFH

Through the user interface it is possible for the user to interact with the application. All
outputs from the different parts of the program are presented through the user interface
and all user commands are entered here. However, the task coordinator takes care of all
user commands and is therefore the only component within the application to which the
user interface sends commands. The user interface interactions are shown in Figure 5.3.
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Figure 5.3 – How the User Interface interacts with other SQS parts
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������ 6HUYHU�IRU�LQFRPLQJ�FOLHQW�UHTXHVWV

The task coordinator starts the server for
incoming client requests after an initiative
from the user through the user interface, and it
also stops it in the same way. When running,
the server is listening for incoming
connections, which are forwarded to the task
coordinator for initiation of speech quality
report receivers. The server may send progress
information directly to the user interface. The
interactions of the server are illustrated in
Figure 5.4.

������ 6SHHFK�4XDOLW\�5HSRUW�5HFHLYHU

Every connected client is managed by a
Speech Quality Report Receiver (SQRR),
started and terminated by the task coordinator,
due to requests from the client. Every such
SQRR receives quality reports from their
client, which are analyzed and presented.
Every SQRR may like all other parts of the
application send information directly to the
user interface, such as the quality measures of
its client. Figure 5.5 shows the SQRR
interactions.
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Figure 5.4 – Server interactions
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����7KH�DSSOLFDWLRQ

When running, the Speech Quality Supervisor looks like in Figure 5.6. In this screenshot
the server is running and a number of SimPhone clients have established connections to
the supervisor.

Figure 5.6 – The Speech Quality Supervisor

The SQS application in its current state only provides very simple management from the
user, starting and stopping the server for incoming requests. Then it monitors the received
quality information from the clients in the simplest possible manner. As for the SimPhone
application, some options may be set in the 6HWWLQJV dialog shown in Figure 5.7. These
are the port number for the server and the level of detail showed in the log-window.

Figure 5.7 – The 6HWWLQJV�dialog
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���� ,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ

The Speech Quality Supervisor is implemented using the same design principles as the
SimPhone application. It is a multithreaded application, which makes it able to serve
many concurrent clients independent of each other. No detailed implementation
description is given here, but Appendix C provides some additional information through
a complete class diagram with explanations. Note that the symbolic words used in the
design part of this chapter do not always correspond to specific classes in the
implementation.
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�� &RPPXQLFDWLRQ�VROXWLRQV

The applications presented in previous chapters are communicating with each other
through a couple of communication channels using different transport and application
protocols. This chapter describes and motivates the different channels, the protocols used
in each specific channel and also presents some other issues related to the
communication.

����2YHUYLHZ�RI�WKH�FRPPXQLFDWLRQ�FKDQQHOV

As described in chapter 3, our system consists of a Speech Quality Supervisor (SQS) to
which an optional number of SimPhone clients may connect. Between these a couple of
communication channels are set up. In Figure 6.1 an example is shown where two
SimPhone clients have been connected to an SQS.

6SHHFK�4XDOLW\�6XSHUYLVRU

6LP3KRQH 6LP3KRQH

6LP3KRQH�WR�6XSHUYLVRU
FKDQQHO

6LP3KRQH�WR�6LP3KRQH�FRQWURO�FKDQQHO

6LP3KRQH�WR�6LP3KRQH�VSHHFK�FKDQQHO

6LP3KRQH�WR�6XSHUYLVRU
FKDQQHO

6SHHFK�6HVVLRQ

Figure 6.1 – Overview of the communication channels

Two SimPhone clients communicate through one control channel and one speech channel
and every SimPhone is sending quality reports to an SQS through a third kind of
communication channel. The channels are discussed one by one below.
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����7KH�6LP3KRQH�WR�6LP3KRQH�VHVVLRQ�FRQWURO�FKDQQHO

When a new speech session is created between two SimPhone clients, a control channel
for that session is established between the two parts. The purpose of the control channel
is, as the name indicate, to handle control messages for the session. These are primarily
initiation and termination messages, but could in more sophisticated implementations
also be other signaling like feedback about the receivers speech quality, requests about
changing speech coding algorithms etc. However, in the current implementation the
channel is only used for initiation and termination signaling.

������ 8QGHUO\LQJ�WUDQVSRUW�SURWRFRO

The intention with the control channel is to provide a message channel separated from the
speech stream for transmission of control information. The traffic in the control channel
is supposed to be very low and not have any strict time constraints about delivery,
contrary to the speech data. On the other hand, the control messages would probably be
expected to reach their destination. This implies that a reliable transport protocol like
TCP should be used which is the fact for the SimPhone control channel.

������ $SSOLFDWLRQ�OHYHO�SURWRFRO

As mentioned, the control channel is only used for initiation and termination messages.
These messages are sent as simple code words sometimes followed by an argument.
There are three different control message exchange procedures defined. First of all we
have the speech initiation procedure, described in Figure 6.2.
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Figure 6.2 – The Speech Initiation Procedure
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There are two different termination procedures, one for ending of a separate speech
session and a different in cases when one client is terminating the whole application and
all running speeches are ended. The end procedure is illustrated in Figure 6.3.
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“Speech ended”

End Speech
“Speech ended by

remote host”

Figure 6.3 – The Speech Ending Procedure

The termination procedure works the same way as the end procedure but with different
messages. The opportunity to differentiate between sessions ended separately and
sessions ended because of application termination, has not been exploited in the present
implementation, but was thought to be a useful feature. The termination procedure is
shown in Figure 6.4.
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“Speech ended by
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Figure 6.4 – The Speech Termination Procedure

To prevent sessions from becoming waiting zombies, some messages, like the invitation
accept message, has to arrive within a specified time space otherwise the session will be
terminated due to a timeout. The same applies for the response message in the
termination procedure.
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����7KH�6LP3KRQH�WR�6LP3KRQH�VSHHFK�FKDQQHO

When both parts have accepted a new speech session, a speech channel is established
between them. Within the speech channel all speech data are transmitted. Both parts have
a speech transmitter and a speech receiver in their end of the channel. The sender at one
side should be synchronized to and cooperate with the receiver at the other side.

������ 8QGHUO\LQJ�WUDQVSRUW�SURWRFRO

As described in chapter 2, real-time data in two-way conversations should be transmitted
with firm time constraints and re-sending mechanisms like the one in TCP would be of
no use. Generally, UDP is therefore used for this kind of data transport and has also been
the choice for the SimPhone speech channel.

������ $SSOLFDWLRQ�OHYHO�SURWRFRO

A protocol called Unicast RTP has been created for use in the speech channel. The
Unicast RTP has a lot in common with RTP and it may be possible to use either of them
or switch between them without loosing important information for unicast. However, the
reason for creating a new protocol was that we found RTP unnecessary complex and
heavy for unicast with its minimum header of twelve bytes. Our Unicast RTP has a
header of at most six bytes and it may be as small as two bytes. An illustration of the
header is shown in Figure 6.5.

� � ���

9 3 ; 037L 6HTXHQFH�QXPEHU

7LPHVWDPS��06%�

3D\ORDG�W\SH

76L9H[W

7LPHVWDPS��/6%�

Figure 6.5 – The Unicast RTP Header

The fields have the following meaning:

9HUVLRQ��9���� Two bits indicating the protocol version. Version number zero,
one and two have previously been used and to make new versions
possible we defined version number three as an indicator of
version extension. The extension is defined through the 9H[W
field.

3DGGLQJ��3���� If this bit is set, then some of the octets at the end of the packet is
padding and not part of the payload. The last octet of the packet
contains a count of how many these padding octets are. This field
has the same definition and position as in the RTP header.
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([WHQVLRQ��;���� One bit indicating that the fixed header fields are followed by a
header extension defined by the profile. This field has the same
definition and position as in the RTP header.

9HUVLRQ�H[WHQVLRQ�� This field defines an extended RTP version, which for this
version is zero. The field is two bits wide.

7LPHVWDPS This one-bit field indicates if the header contains the optional
,QGLFDWRU��76L��� timestamp field.

3D\ORDG�7\SH This one-bit field indicates if the header contains the optional
,QGLFDWRU��37L��� payload type field.

0DUNHU��0���� This bit may be defined by RTP profiles. We use this field to
indicate that a packet should be used for clock synchronization.

6HTXHQFH�QXPEHU��� A seven-bit number incremented by one for each packet sent.
Used for reordering and loss detection at the receiver.

7LPHVWDPS�� Twenty-four bits identifying the timely position of the packet.
This field is optional and its presence indicated by the TSi flag.

3D\ORDG�W\SH��37���� Eight bits that identifies the format of the RTP payload defined by
the current RTP profile. This field is also optional and if present,
the PTi-flag is set.

In our implementation the P and X fields are not used (set to zero) and we neither use the
timestamp nor payload type fields (TSi and PSi set to zero), so the header size is two
bytes.

������ &ORFN�V\QFKURQL]DWLRQ

In the beginning of a speech session, each part sends at least one second of
synchronization packets in the speech channel. The receiver clock is then synchronized to
the fastest packet during this period and the playback point is set based on this earliest
arrival time. This is not an optimal solution based on extensive research but was chosen
because of limited implementation time and the complexity of the problem.

������ 6HTXHQFH�QXPEHULQJ

The seven bits for sequence numbers in the header may seem to be all to few. It will run
for 128 packets before it restarts at zero. Anyway, this is more than two seconds with a
usual packet frequency of fifty packets per second, which could be compared to an
acceptable packet delay of about at most two hundred milliseconds. In our
implementation the seven-bit sequence number is transformed into a thirty-two-bit
number at the receiver. This number is then used for reordering and packet loss detection.
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����7KH�6LP3KRQH�WR�6XSHUYLVRU�FKDQQHO

When a SimPhone client is started, it should be connected to a Speech Quality Supervisor
(SQS). This is done by opening a speech quality report channel to the SQS, which is used
by the client to inform the supervisor about experienced speech quality.

������ 8QGHUO\LQJ�WUDQVSRUW�SURWRFRO

Quality reports should be sent frequently but not as often as for every speech packet, one
to five packets per second may be a reasonable frequency. The transmission delay and
delay jitter is not of vital importance. On the other hand, it is important that the report
packets arrive when the network is congested as well as when it is not. Therefore TCP
has been chosen as the underlying transport protocol, with reliable transport mechanisms.

������ $SSOLFDWLRQ�OHYHO�SURWRFRO

To establish the SimPhone-Supervisor connection a simple handshaking procedure is
performed. This procedure is illustrated in Figure 6.6.

6LP3KRQH�FOLHQW 6XSHUYLVRU

&RQQHFWLRQ�UHTXHVW

5HTXHVW�DFFHSWDWLRQ

Figure 6.6 – SimPhone/Supervisor handshaking

This procedure prevents other than SimPhone clients from connecting to the Supervisor
by mistake and of course also the other way around. A timeout occurs if the accept
message do not arrive within a certain time.

After the handshaking is performed the channel may be used to send quality reports to the
Supervisor. In the current implementation this is done once per second and the format of
the reports is very simple. It contains two 32-bit fields, one giving the number of received
packets and the other the number of lost ones since last report. A packet is considered as
lost if it is not available at the playback point.
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�� &RQFOXVLRQV

This chapter summarizes the work presented. The assignment as a whole with all subparts
was early found to be too extensive for twenty weeks of one-man work, and therefore I
have chosen to build a small prototype. It is now running and the studies of related topics
has given a lot more knowledge of the whole area.

����7KH�V\VWHP�DV�D�ZKROH

As for all efforts made to create differentiated and more complex IP services, the
question about if these mechanisms really will be necessary in the future also applies to
our proposed monitoring system. If the resources always are sufficient, there is no need to
reserve resources or monitor usage and experienced quality. However, most people think
that due to the explosive usage growth of internetworks, resources will always be limited
in the foreseeable future. Some additional mechanisms will then be needed, but in which
cases this proposed system would be the one to recommend is hard to tell. Before we can
investigate the advantages of and possibilities of the system, it must be implemented for a
specific and realistic usage. The IP-telephony system to implement it with should also be
well-defined answering questions about:
• The protocols used.
• Unicast and/or Multicast.
• Different speech encoding schemes and possibilities for adaptation.
Then it will be possible to decide where to insert this monitoring mechanism and how to
do the quality measures and send reports about it. It is also necessary to decide what to do
in case of problems with the experienced quality. Is it enough to monitor or should the
clients be instructed to adapt to current conditions. All these questions must be answered
before the system can be implemented and evaluated in justice.

����7KH�8QLFDVW�0XOWLFDVW�LVVXH

One important question that has been noticed during this work is whether to use unicast
or multicast transmission for IP-telephony. In current implementations, using the same
mechanisms and protocols for both transmission ways usually solves the problem. This is
a simple way to do it, but may not always be a good way. We think that even if
multiparty conferencing is an important area motivating multicast solutions, the
traditional two-part telecommunications will still be the dominating task and therefore
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justify a different solution. Because unicast is simpler than multicast, scales better to a
large number of two-party sessions and offers possibilities to send information over
reliable transport protocols, we think it is a better choice for two-part communications.
Using heavy multicast mechanisms when unicast is sufficient also introduces unnecessary
protocol overheads.

����0\�LPSOHPHQWDWLRQ

The implementations made during this work suffer from the fact that the previous
questions were not answered. However, a system prototype is implemented and it
performs the different tasks in a simple way and the solutions made reflects my opinion
about my answers to the design questions. When decisions are taken about how the
system should really work, the different communication parts can be easily exchanged
and the application core reused. My contribution may then be characterized as a
simulation framework and tools for use in further research on different related topics.

����$OO�VSHFLILHG�JRDOV�IXOILOOHG"

Finally we will take a look at the goals specified when the work was started and see if,
and in what way, they have been fulfilled.

• 6WXG\�RI�UHODWHG�WRSLFV�
This is a task of unlimited size and has been paid a lot of attention. The
background chapter is based on these studies.

• ,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ�RI�FOLHQW�DSSOLFDWLRQ�
A lot of work was spent on this task and the application probably became much
more capable than anyone had thought of. But this also seemed to be necessary.

• ,PSOHPHQWDWLRQ�RI�VHUYHU�DSSOLFDWLRQ�
As for the client, the application core has been carefully implemented, but some
parts need more work. One such thing is the way the monitored quality is
presented, which could be arranged in a better and more complex manner.

• 'HILQH�SURWRFROV�DQG�PDNH�WKH�DSSOLFDWLRQV�FRPPXQLFDWH�
Protocols are defined and the motives behind different choices are described.

• 6SHHFK�TXDOLW\�PHDVXUHPHQW
This task has NOT been done in a rigorous way due to time shortage.

• (YDOXDWLRQ�RI�WKH�V\VWHP�VROXWLRQ
As described above, a lot more has to be specified before a realistic prototype can
be implemented. However, even if we have not got a functional system to test and
evaluate in different ways, a lot of new questions, like the Unicast/Multicast issue,
have been arisen.
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�� )XWXUH�ZRUN

This chapter describes a number of possible further efforts related to this work. These
different suggestions are based on questions that have been identified during the work
and things that were not done due to limited time.

����7UDQVSRUW�SURWRFROV�IRU�WKH�UHDO�WLPH�GDWD

There exists a protocol for real-time data transmission, RTP, but this protocol and its
control protocol, RTCP, have been designed for usage with multicast transmissions and is
therefore very complex when used for unicast purposes. An investigation whether a
different protocol is motivated for unicast and what it should provide in that case may be
of importance for future work within this area.

����7LPH�V\QFKURQL]DWLRQ���$EVROXWH�WLPH"

In my implementation, no synchronization is made to an absolute time reference. It
should be investigated if absolute time is needed in IP-telephony or if it would be enough
to do relative time synchronization between the participants. No matter which solution is
chosen, it is a separate topic to find a way to do the synchronization.

����4XDOLW\�PHDVXUH

A fundamental task that was left out in this work is the development of a rigorous
algorithm for measuring speech quality in an IP network. This would probably be a task
for a separate Master Thesis work.

����$GDSWDWLRQ�WR�FXUUHQW�QHWZRUN�SHUIRUPDQFH

Is it interesting to have telephony clients that adapt to the performance of the network and
uses a less bandwidth consuming way to encode and transmit speech in cases of low
network performance. How could different encoding schemes be used and in what way
could we detect the need for adaptation.
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����3UHVHQWDWLRQ�RI�6SHHFK�4XDOLW\�6WDWXV

To make a monitoring system like the one suggested here useful, the status should be
presented in a clear and useful way. How could separate quality measures from different
clients be used and organized to detect specific problem areas in the network.
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$SSHQGL[�$�������*ORVVDU\

&RQJHVWLRQ Congestion is when a router or switch in a network has to discard
packets due to buffer overrun, i.e. the network is overloaded.

'DWDJUDP The basic transmission unit in the Internet architecture. A
Datagram contains all of the information needed to deliver it to its
destination, analogous to a letter in the U.D postal system.
Datagram networks are connectionless.

,(7) ,QWHUQHW� (QJLQHHULQJ� 7DVN� )RUFH is a large open international
community for development and publishing of Internet standards.
Located at: <URL: http://www.ietf.org/>, 1998-12-03.

LQWHUQHW A collection of packet switching networks running the IP
protocols.

,QWHUQHW The global Internet. An example of an internet.

,QWHUQHW�GUDIW Documents of the IETF or other organization describing ideas and
work in progress. An Internet Draft must be updated within six
month, otherwise it should be treated as expired. When the work
reaches an end most Internet Drafts becomes RFCs.

,3 The ,QWHUQHW�3URWRFRO.

,78 ,QWHUQDWLRQDO�7HOHFRPPXQLFDWLRQ�8QLRQ�

/$1 /RFDO�$UHD�1HWZRUN.

/DWHQF\ The delay that is experienced due to transport time across network.

0XOWLFDVW Communication between many parties on the Internet. A user joins
a multicast group and may then send and receive messages to/from
the other participants of the group. The routers in the network
duplicate messages when necessary to reach all participants. This
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way messages only have to pass once through common paths to the
receivers.

173 1HWZRUN�7LPH�3URWRFRO�

2YHU�SURYLVLRQLQJ This means that the resources (here probably network resources)
are much greater than they should have to in ordinary cases. Over-
provisioning is made to give good performance also in very
extreme cases so that worst-case performance will be as good as
average performance.

3RUW Ports is the abstraction used by transport protocols like TCP and
UDP, to distinguish among multiple destinations or sources within
a given host. In TCP/IP protocols ports are identified by a small
positive integer.

4R6 Quality of Service.

4XDVL�VWDWLRQDU\ Quasi-stationary means stationary for the moment. By looking at
the signal at this time with a small (10-30 ms) window, the signal
looks stationary. By looking at the signal at another time with
the same small window it also looks stationary. Though it looks
stationary at both times, the stationary properties between the
two different times could be completely different.

5)& The 5HTXHVWV�IRU�&RPPHQWV (RFCs) are a series of notes, started in
1969, about the Internet. The notes discuss many aspects of
computing and computer communication focusing on networking
protocols, procedures, programs, and concepts, but also including
meeting notes, opinion, and sometimes humor. All RFCs are
published through the IETF.

57&3 573�&RQWURO�3URWRFRO�

573 5HDO�7LPH�7UDQVSRUW�3URWRFRO�

64 6SHHFK�4XDOLW\�

7&3 7UDQVPLVVLRQ�&RQWURO�3URWRFRO��The most used transport protocol
in today’s Internet. It provides a virtual circuit with flow control
and guaranteed, ordered delivery. This is achieved by buffering at
the receiver, acknowledging all received packets and re-sending in
case of a lost packet. Because of the simple underlying IP protocol
it is impossible to say something about the delivery delays.
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7UDQVSRUW�DGGUHVV The combination of a network address and a port that identifies a
transport-level endpoint, for example an IP address and a UDP
port.

8'3 8VHU� 'DWDJUDP� 3URWRFRO� The most commonly used unreliable
transport protocol in today’s Internet. The protocol does not
provide any mechanism for flow control or transmission error
recovery.

8QLFDVW Point-To-Point communication between two peers. Unicast is the
most used way to communicate on the Internet today. See also
Multicast.

9$7 9LVXDO� $XGLR� 7RRO is an audio tool developed by the Lawrence
Berkeley National Laboratory and so far the most used in the
Internet.

9R,3 9RLFH�RYHU�,3�
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$SSHQGL[�%�������6LP3KRQH�&ODVVHV
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Figure B.1 – Class diagram for the SimPhone application
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6LP3KRQH

This is the main class of the program with only purpose to initiate a Phone and a
UserInterface object. This class has a different implementation for the graphical version
than for the textual one.

3KRQH

The Phone class implements the heart of the application and handles all requests made by
the different other parts of the application. When the user, for an example, asks the
application to start the server this is made through the UserInterface, which asks the
Phone to start the server. This way, access to the different objects is controlled.

8,��8VHU,QWHUIDFH�

The UserInterface class (UI) is the base class for the two different subclasses, textual
(TUI) and graphical (GUI) user interface. Almost all other objects use the UI object even
if this is not shown in the class diagram.

78,��7H[WXDO�8VHU�,QWHUIDFH�

TUI is a subclass to UI for the textual version of the application.

*8,��*UDSKLFDO�8VHU�,QWHUIDFH�

GUI is a subclass to UI for the graphical version of the application.

6SHHFK/LVW&RQWHQWV

An instance of this class contains the current session information to be shown in the
session list of the graphical user interface or to show when requested in the textual one.

6SHHFK/LVW

This class implements a container for all running speech sessions and creates
identification mapping for all sessions.

645��6SHHFK�4XDOLW\�5HSRUWHU�

The speech quality reporter is used to send quality reports to the speech quality
supervisor. It runs in an own thread and serves all running speech sessions.

6HUYHU

Incoming calls are handled by the server, which passes the requests to the Phone. An own
thread is run within an object of this class.

6HUYHU6RFNHW

This is a socket abstraction used by the Server.
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&ORFN

When the clock class is instantiated, a continuous clock is started releasing all waiting
threads every twenty seconds.

6SHHFK&RQWURO

Every speech session is represented by an instance of this class controlling the session
setup and termination through an own running thread.

6SHHFK&RQWURO6RFNHW

This is a socket abstraction used by the SpeechControl.

6SHHFK

Within this class the sending and receiving of speech data is handled. Each
SpeechControl object owns an instance of this class. Two threads run within a Speech
object, one controlling outgoing and one incoming speech data. It uses the applications
Clock object to trigger the sending thread at every clock tick.

6SHHFK)LOH

This class implements an abstraction for handling file operations on a speech file used by
the sending speech thread.

7LFNHU

The ticker implements the functionality used for synchronization of the receiver, data
buffering, speech quality measurement and quality reporting to the SQR object. A thread
is running in the ticker counting the number of clock cycles since the first packet was
received.

$UJ(YHQW

This is an abstraction giving extended possibilities for event handling. By initiating an
ArgEvent with a specified event handler this event can be set with a ArgEvent method.
Compared to SetEvent, this method offers two important additional features. First of all,
it is possible to wait for a receiving thread to signal the event before completion, but most
important, you may also send arguments to the receiving thread.

:DLW(YHQW

WaitEvent has the same waiting functionality as the ArgEvent class but without the
support for arguments.

3URWHFWHG%RRO

Implements abstraction for a Boolean variable, accessed with mutual exclusion.
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:6$(UURU

This is a function library used to receive detailed error messages for failures with the
socket commands.
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$SSHQGL[�&�������646�&ODVVHV
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646��6SHHFK�4XDOLW\�6XSHUYLVRU�

This is the main class of the program with only purpose to initiate a Supervisor and a
UserInterface object.

6XSHUYLVRU

The Supervisor class implements the heart of the application and handles all requests
made by the different other parts of the application. When the user, for an example, asks
the application to start the server this is made through the UserInterface, which asks the
Supervisor to start the server. This way, access to the different objects is controlled.

8,��8VHU,QWHUIDFH�

The UserInterface class (UI) is a user interface base class, making it possible to
implement different user interfaces. Currently, there is one graphical user interface (GUI)
implemented. Almost all other objects use the UI object even if this is not shown in the
class diagram.

*8,��*UDSKLFDO�8VHU�,QWHUIDFH�

GUI is a subclass to UI for the graphical user interface.

6HUYHU

Incoming supervisor requests are handled by the server, which passes the requests to the
Supervisor. An own thread is run within an object of this class.

6HUYHU6RFNHW

This is a socket abstraction used by the Server.

6455��6SHHFK�4XDOLW\�5HSRUW�5HFHLYHU�

For every connected client, an instance of this class is created. An SQRR handles the
incoming quality reports from its client and sends the information to the user interface.
Every SQRR runs in its own thread.

6455/LVW

This class implements a container for all running report receivers.

$UJ(YHQW

This is an abstraction giving extended possibilities for event handling. By initiating an
ArgEvent with a specified event handler this event can be set with a ArgEvent method.
Compared to SetEvent, this method offers two important additional features. First of all,
it is possible to wait for a receiving thread to signal the event before completion, but most
important, you may also send arguments to the receiving thread.
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:DLW(YHQW

WaitEvent has the same waiting functionality as the ArgEvent class but without the
support for arguments.

3URWHFWHG%RRO

Implements abstraction for a Boolean variable, accessed with mutual exclusion.

3URWHFWHG,QW

Implements abstraction for a Integer variable, accessed with mutual exclusion.

:6$(UURU

This is a function library used to receive detailed error messages for failures with the
socket commands.


